
Sales Excellence Small Group 
External Coaching

The Sales Excellence Training shows the participants the unused 
strengths which lie dormant within them. It allows them to 
experience ways to more enjoyment and satisfaction in the job, and 
thereby to better, more consistent sales success and more active 
customers.

Ideal for anybody with direct or indirect customer contact. Sales, 
Customer service, Research & Development, Technology and 
Services. The training strengthens the practice- ‐oriented use of 
personal influence and of result- ‐oriented communication.  

Attitude Influence

Maximum 12 people per 
group 

 
5 Modules of 1 day 

each separated by 1 month

Discovery of subconscious behaviour patterns  
Dealing with blockages and de- ‐motivation  
Acting result and solution oriented  
Readiness for change and flexibility in actions  
Taking on responsibility  
Importance of attitude and how it relates to our 
actions 
Customer = Partner 

How our Sales Effectiveness program can stimulate sales effectiveness and optimise the strengths of you and/or 
your team. 

WHAT?

WHY?

WHO?

Many people involved in selling and dealing with customers are too 
exclusively product oriented. They build their hopes on having a 
better price or better product, instead of on themselves. The result is 
fluctuations in mood and achievement which provide no answer to 
the demands of the actual market place of today and tomorrow.

Positive and convincing behaviour, appearance 
and personal influence in:  
Discussions and negotiations  
Meetings and presentations  
Body language and non- ‐verbal signals  
Own behaviour patterns – setting an example 
Personality type orientation 

Techniques and Skills
Discussion and negotiation techniques  
Rules of communication in discussions for effective 
influence  
Techniques for presentations and leading discussions  
Result- ‐oriented preparation for discussions and offers 
Confidence in leading price and closing discussions  
Personal effectiveness and action plans 



Sales Excellence - Course Content

Key Topics - The role of the Salesperson, objective setting, understanding influence, 
positive first impressions, presenting effectively, selling benefits, questions that establish 
need, conscious listening. 

Outcomes  - Increased energy, greater motivation and resilience, better preparation, 
boosted self confidence and self awareness, more effective questioning and listening

Key Topics  - Progress report on results achieved, creative thinking, the focussed sales 
conversation, enhanced presentations, in- ‐depth customer discussions 

Outcomes - Increased customer buy- ‐in, willingness to tackle difficult situations, trying 
new approaches, confident and convincing presentations

Only Actions Generate Results

The Different Paths To Success

Delivering Results

Winning and Keeping Customers

Increased Personal Effectiveness

Key Topics - Progress report on results achieved, building long- ‐term partnerships, 
selling value, negotiating price, telephone appointment- ‐making, written proposals, the 
sales presentation 

Outcomes - Building personal relationships with customers, higher impact proposals, 
withstanding the price challenge, increased sales margin, greater motivation and 
confidence to make calls and generate appointments

Key Topics -   Progress report on results achieved, gaining personal commitment, closing 
the sale, non- ‐verbal communication, complaints as opportunities, influencing upwards 

Outcomes - Shorter sales cycle, better pipeline management, higher percentage of 
closes, greater awareness of non- ‐verbal signals, better customer retention

Key Topics -   Progress report on results achieved, selling as equal partners, priority 
management, minimising distractions, personal development commitments 

Outcomes -  Increased credibility in front of senior decision- ‐makers, better focus and 
prioritisation, effective planning, commitment to on- ‐going personal development
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